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Early in the Internet era, national leaders had a sense that Information Operations (InfoOps) would be 
obsolete in a connected world. With the truth only a click away, how hard could it be, for anyone with a 
smart device, to see through even the most lurid propaganda? Things turned out otherwise, of course, and 
the US now finds itself overmatched by influence operations from rival and hostile nations. At the least, a 
shadow was cast on the validity of the 2016 elections, and foreign influence operations crossed legal red 
lines delineating “acts of war”. At the most, an investment of less than $100 million may have flipped 
electoral results. This creates a challenge to the viability of democracy itself.

We’ve previously explored means of measuring effectiveness of InfoOps. We will further develop this 
theme in the context of the Department of Justice indictment of the Russian Internet Research Agency, 
which provides a wealth of facts on their funding, tradecraft, targeting, as well as online and physical 
operations with the US. We will look at applicability of the entire armamentarium of human language 
technology in fighting InfoOps and its necessary role in coordinated defensive and offensive operations. 
From the most basic functions of language identification, to the most advanced discourse analysis, we 
require a familiar hybrid of human and machine. As with other intelligence operations, machines excel at 
scalability and can provide triage for the top of the funnel, consuming as much input as the entire human 
race can generate. Human analysts provide the next tier, often (though not always) showing higher 
accuracy at language tasks. The human and machine results combine as analytics for decision makers, 
who will remain human for the foreseeable future.
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By any other name

1622-1967: Congregatio de Propaganda Fide

(Modern Latin gerund from propagare/propagate)

1915: активные мероприятия (Active Measures)

1967(?): PSYOP (White / Gray / Black)

2010: Military Information Support Operations (MISO)



Full Spectrum Information Operations

 State-controlled news media

Sponsored stories via PR firms (ru: $50M/yr)

Mass social media posts, human and ‘bot

PSYOP / Military Deception

Cyber Ops / Computer Network Operations

Innuendo and deep fakes: “Saakashvili is an Armenian”

 



IO is the operational level planning for and execution 
of coordinated, synchronised and integrated lethal 
and non-lethal actions against the capability, will and 
understanding of target systems and/or target 
audiences. IO is focused on impacting the target 
audience decision-making, while protecting and 
enhancing our own. IO is an integral part of an 
operational plan ad supports the commander’s 
decision-making and mission accomplishment. 
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Australian Defense Force: Information Operations
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/how-a-dubious-russian-document-influenced-the-fbis
-handling-of-the-clinton-probe/2017/05/24/f375c07c-3a95-11e7-9e48-c4f199710b69_story.html 
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Indictment Charges

●  Defendant INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC (“ORGANIZATION”) is a 

Russian organization engaged in operations to interfere with elections and 

political processes.

● Defendants knowingly and intentionally conspired with each other (and with 

persons known and unknown to the Grand Jury) to defraud the United States by 

... interfering with the U.S. political and electoral processes, including the 

presidential election of 2016.

● ORGANIZATION’s monthly budget for Project Lakhta submitted to CONCORD 

exceeded 73 million Russian rubles (over 1,250,000 U.S. dollars), including 

approximately one million rubles in bonus payments.



● Defendants and their co-conspirators also traveled, and attempted to travel, to 

the United States under false pretenses in order to collect intelligence for their 

interference operations.

● KRYLOVA and BOGACHEVA traveled in and around the United States, including 

stops in Nevada, California, New Mexico, Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, Louisiana, 

Texas, and New York to gather intelligence. After the trip, KRYLOVA and 

BURCHIK exchanged an intelligence report…

● Defendants and their co-conspirators, through an ORGANIZATION-controlled 

social media account, arranged for a real U.S. person to stand in front of the 

White House in the District of Columbia under false pretenses to hold a sign 

that read 'Happy 55th Birthday Dear Boss.
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DEFENSE



Counterattack



Text Analytic
Measures of 
Effectivness



Mission

USCENTCOM conducts Military Information Support 
Operations (MISO) to support Department of Defense 
communications specifically targeted to...



Influence goals

● decrease support for violent extremist organizations

● reduce terrorist recruitment and activities

● increase force protection

● increase cooperation and interoperability with our 

regional and Coalition partners



Corpus

Annotation

Machine model training

Testing

Active Learning

“Decrease support for violent extremist organizations”







Base kit

Custom sentiment and intent

N-ary “event” detection

Active Learning

New techniques

Technology Development



Sort by
Controversial
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Language: 98

Discovery: 99 Search / Alert: 20

Entity Ext: 80

0.01

Name Res: 90 Watchlist: 10

Relationship: 60

1

Categorization: 80 10

Process: accuracy% Store: input %

Manual: 95 Search/ Alert: 30

Sentiment: 50 Search / Alert: 5

Human Analysis

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BQb33hzTztS3WLOi2qUlp20IvH79Uuyk/preview

